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Offshore Systems shows full superyacht bridge system at METS

Offshore Systems, world leading manufacturer of NMEA2000® based Integrated Alarm, Display and Control Systems will be once again exhibiting at METS, this time in the Superyacht Pavilion.

The company continues to add innovation to the capabilities of its toughened BlackGlass™ display system and at METS the dominant feature is the six-screen bridge system presented as a single elegant full-width glass panel. The integrated matched display systems represent the width of a vessel’s bridge.

Behind the space aged and seamless ultra-modern graphics that convey the ship’s data is an international network of sensors and controls that would typically be installed in every part of a vessel, from fuel and engine information to water and security systems.
However, Offshore Systems is presenting itself as a provider of full system solutions. A bridge system like the one on display is available with 15", 22" and 21.5" screen sizes and every one of them is custom made to fit the vessel's helm shape. The finished product is transferred from the drawing board to the clean finish of the BlackGlass™ screens each showing the wealth of data sent from the sensors.

Offshore Systems continually adds new products into the sensor system. Two such brand new offers launched this week are a Pressure Sensor range, and a cabin temperature gauge have just been added to the range, as the company goes to METS.

Offshore Systems is currently supplying superyachts, large production yachts and powerboats, as well as commercial vessels around the globe. Retro-fit and off the shelf solutions are also available. Please visit Offshore Systems at METS for a full demonstration on Stand No. 10.707.